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ABSTRACT 

Seeking continuous improvement in life style 

possibly would have been the only objective that 

human race never change across the globe, while 

others do evolved along  time and geographical 

dimensions.  

Discovery of things available in the environment 

such as fire was the first phase of life style 

improvement cycle soon replaced by seems never 

ending second phase of new inventions that takes 

place even now as we read this paper and will 

continue until end of civilization.     

Clusters of small habitats started networking 

creating nations along the time axis in the social 

evolution. Nations having members blessed with 

genius inventive capabilities started not only 

enjoying best life styles on earth but also dominate 

the world maintaining edge over other nations  in 

every respect such as authority, wealth, health 

and more subtly  even how those who are less 

capable  even live.   

The inventors became technologically advanced 

and developed countries those drives 

improvements in lifestyle others became either 

followers with some innovations by themselves or 

lowest category of pure followers setting the so 

cold development path; begin with adoption then 

get in to innovation and finally get into elite club 

of inventers.   

The inventors or market drivers collectively make 

every attempt to discourage others joining their 

club ensuring always as large as possible market 

that patronage their new products while 

individually competing each other by way of 

introducing different standards to secure a larger 

individual share of the market.  The followers are 

endlessly facing blinding glare of campaigns of 

introduction of new technologies as well as subtly 

differentiating features of competing standards 

aimed at securing a larger share of the market 

leaving followers practically lost in a labyrinth of 

choices in deciding what choice to make and what 

to avoid; Sri Lanka is known attempting making 

a choice in selecting a technology standard for 

Digital Video Broadcasting technology since year 

2009 but still seems not yet fully there.  

Sri Lanka is the pioneer in South Asia & is a 

success story in deregulation & adopting new 

technologies in the telecommunications domain as 

a result the country enjoys one of the lowest rates 

& tariffs regime in the world making the services 

affordable to every cross section of the society, 

which means Sri Lanka already know benefits of 

adopting new technologies for a better life. 

This paper presents detailed analysis of social 

benefits of Digitalization of Terrestrial Video 

Broadcasting Services followed by comparison of 

technology formats that are available for 

selection. 

The paper discusses an engineering approach in 

selecting a technology format that considers all 

relevant aspects such as technological, market 

share & popularity, end user terminal or TV unit, 

financial options etc and importance of making 

available the approach adopted and the final 

conclusion to the entire society so to make it an 

inclusive decision than an exclusive decision that 

naturally leads to disputes and arguments which 

results delaying adoption and implementation 

denying  all benefits to the country and society. 

After all economic life of modern technologies is 

becoming shorter and shorter that demands quick 

decision making if the society were to reap full 

benefit package. 

 1.  SOCIAL D E V E L O P M E N T  

T H R O U G H  NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

Seeking continuous improvement in life style 

possibly would have been the only objective that 

human race never change across the globe, while 

others do evolve along time and geographical 

dimensions the telecommunications domain. As a 

result, the country enjoys one of the lowest rates & 
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tariffs regime in the world making the services 

affordable to every cross-section of the society, 

which means Sri Lanka already know benefits of 

adopting new technologies for a better life. 

This paper presents a detailed analysis of social 

benefits of Digitalization of Terrestrial Video 

Broadcasting Services followed by a comparison 

of technology formats that are available for 

selection. 

The paper discusses an engineering approach in 

selecting a technology format that considers the 

technical aspect of competing for terrestrial TV 

standards namely DVB-T, ISDB-T, DTMB & 

ATSC and financial & other pertinent 

considerations.  The paper presents a decision-

making frame work that takes into consideration 

technical aspects, financial & other relevant 

considerations included in the paper. 

Finally paper briefly elaborates the necessity of 

implementation of Digital Terrestrial TV Network 

as a sustainable business venture that brings 

benefits to all stakeholders. 

Discovery of things available in the environment 

such as fire was the first phase of life style 

improvement cycle soon replaced by seems never 

ending the second phase of new technological 

inventions that takes place even now as we read 

this paper and will continue until the end of 

civilization. Nations in the world broadly fall into 

two categories in the technology landscape namely, 

Inventors (drivers) – those who develop new 

technologies and drive standardizations. The 

inventors or market drivers collectively make 

every attempt to discourage others joining their 

club always ensuring as large as a possible 

market that patronages their new products while 

individually competing for each other by way of 

introducing different standards to secure a larger 

individual share of the market. 

Adopters (Followers) – Nations that adopt new 

technologies developed by others in pure form and 

or incorporating own limited innovations to 

improve their lifestyles. Obviously, it is very 

challenging for adopters to decide what to adopt as 

they are endlessly facing the blinding glare of 

campaigns by inventors introducing their new 

technologies with subtly differentiating features of 

competing standards aimed at securing a larger 

share of the market. 

So when   it   comes to   adopting new 

technologies to enhance living conditions of the 

society by a country; the adoption process must 

be engineered to achieve the optimum outcome. 

2. INTRODUCTION OF TELEVISION 

BROADCASTING TO SRI LANKA 

The        Analogue        Terrestrial        Television 

Broadcasting Service was introduced to Sri Lanka 

in April 1979
[1].  

The television service 

transformed the society in multiple ways; it 

changed behavior patterns, a way of thinking and 

influencing social opinions more than other 

modes of media, generated new employments & 

new businesses.   Overall the introduction of 

Television broadcasting, as a technology, is 

accepted to be beneficial to the society, while 

negatives mainly due to inefficiencies or inability 

to change in the face of new challenges by the 

negatively impacted entities and or deliberate 

misuse of Television Services by certain elements 

of the society. 

Analogue TV & Digital TV Explained 

Analog   TV   

From broadcasting technology point of view, the 

technology currently being used in Sri Lanka for 

television is analog technology. Broadcasters using 

analog television  systems  use  one  of  NTSC,  

PAL  or SECAM  color  system  which  contains  

the  all necessary information to extract the sequence 

of pictures by the television receiver, and then use 

RF modulation to modulate this signal onto a  

Very  high  frequency  (VHF)  or  Ultra  high 

frequency (UHF) carrier dedicated to television 

channel so  that it can be transmitted from the 

broadcaster’s  studio  to  the  viewer’s  location. 

Each frame of a television image is composed of 

lines drawn on the screen.  The lines  are of 

varying  brightness;  the  whole  set  of  lines  is 

drawn  quickly  enough  that  the  human  eye 

perceives it as one image. The next sequential 

frame i s  d i s p l a y e d  a t  a  c e r t a i n  f r a m e  

r a t e , allowing the depiction of motion to the 

human eye. 

Digital TV - The picture sequence and 

corresponding audio are digitally processed and 

converted in to a bit stream (Analog to Digital 

conversion), which then multiplexed  with similar 

bit streams of multiple channels and then digitally 

modulated on to an Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 
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carrier that will carry the bit stream to the 

receiver. The television receiver reconstructs the 

picture sequence by using received bit stream 

(Digital to Analog conversion). 

It is important to note that ,in analog version, the 

receiver extract the picture from the received 

signal where as in digital version the receiver 

reconstruct the picture by using the bit stream 

received. 

3. SOCIAL BENEFITS OF DIGITAL 

TERRESTRIAL TELEVISION 

BROADCASTING 

Enhancements    and    improvements    to    the 

Society are fundamental motivational factors for 

engineers to develop new technologies. Once 

developed, the society always embrace new 

technologies that bring benefits and Digital 

Television Broadcasting is no different to others in 

that respect which is well documented and 

accepted for. Hundreds of countries worldwide 

already adopted Digital Terrestrial TV 

Technology. However for the benefits of the 

readers, this section briefly present key benefits to 

each stakeholder category
 [2]

. 

General Public 

The Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting 

Networks are generally planned to accommodate all 

Free to Air channels and many more with a set 

quality of services matrix across the county. Which 

means, provided Sri Lanka follows the same 

general practice with appropriate regulatory and 

policy framework, general public will have the 

opportunity to view all free to air channels with 

the same service quality with minimum or no 

investment (except for set –top  –box) at the 

receiver end if  the network is developed to provide 

indoor coverage for at least 95% of the 

household in Sri Lanka; or gone are the days 

having multiple Yagi antennae mounted in 30 – 40 

ft high poles in the house as we can see widely in 

suburbs & rural areas of the country. 

Unfortunately, in some areas the viewers are 

currently forced to subscribed to cable TV 

networks to view free to air channels as existing 

analog TV signal reception is so weak to a level 

that the receiver cannot produce viewable pictures. 

Wider choice TV services, improved picture and 

sound quality, potential portable and or mobile 

reception (provided regulatory framework in 

place), electronic programming guide & 

Enhanced Teletext services with graphics, potential 

interactive services with the support of Hybrid 

Broadcasting platforms (HBB), High resolution TV 

channels such as High Definition (HDTV) & in 

future upgrades 4K Ultra High Definitions 

(UDHTV), and broadcasting services for 

differently-abled persons are among the key 

benefits that general public as television viewer are 

going to have. It must be noted that some of the 

benefits are linked to the regulatory framework 

and commercial and institutional policies in the 

countries, which may have to be appropriately 

amended to enable such benefits reaching the 

population. It is important to set a road map as a 

part of terrestrial TV digitalization process to 

realize all benefits stated here but not limited to. 

Broadcasters 

Each broadcaster need to have own (or time-

shared by multiple parties) nationwide 

broadcasting network in the case of analog 

broadcasting, which acts as one of the main entry 

barriers for new startups limiting viewers a wider 

choice. Also, as we experience currently in Sri 

Lanka, not all free to air TV channels are viewable 

to all households of the country presumably due to 

deliberate limited coverage of the broadcasters 

predominantly as a result of cost constraints in 

extending network coverage to rural areas that may 

not have much commercial returns in their estimates 

and or assumptions; a social discrimination 

continuing since inception of terrestrial TV 

services in Sri Lanka. Digital Terrestrial TV 

Broadcasting offers significantly lower capital cost 

and lower per channel operating cost that will act as 

a catalyst to start new free to air channels of 

general contents as well as specialized contents 

such as education, science, history, etc. 

Increased market competition and innovations in 

content creation as a result of the potential arrival 

of new entrants and easier storage/processing of 

content are also among main advantages to the 

broadcasters. 

Whole new portfolio of services and channels 

that are going to be available is going to attract 

new viewers and viewing duration of existing 

viewers expand the market size of the broadcasters. 

However, it must be noted that existing analog TV 

broadcasters will have a significant financial cost 
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in terms technological obsolescence of existing 

network assets due to switching off analog TV 

broadcasting networks that would hit their profit 

and loss account, which would not be cushioned 

by any immediate increase in revenue as a result 

of moving into digital platform; sometimes they 

might come across reduction in revenue due to 

increased completion by new entrants. Unless the 

regulators and policy makers pay due attention to 

these problems and provide appropriate reliefs for 

all or those who would need such support to sail 

through the storm, they would resort to being 

disruptive towards digitalization process. 

Industry Benefits 

The introduction of Digital Terrestrial TV to a 

country is going to bring whole lot of benefits too 

many industries across. Firstly, the broadcasting 

industry itself getting widened as a result of new 

entrants thereby increased productivity and 

creativity due to higher level of competition, 

introduction of new services such as pay TV, 

store and retrieval of programs, real time 

interactive TV as against current unicast or limited 

interactive nature and new services. Total revenue 

of the industry as well as profitability can be 

increased substantially provided that the 

implementation is done based on sound 

regulatory and policy framework. There are many 

countries in the world those who have digitalized 

TV broadcasting especially with multiple Digital 

Technology Standards ending up on the losing 

side or in a chaotic situation in comparison to 

analog broadcasting they had before; to begin 

with, viewers are required having multiple sets – 

top-boxes in the home. Hence sound and insightful 

regulatory and policy framework are a critical need 

for a success story. 

 

Expansion in content producing industries caused 

by increased demand for content as a result of new 

channels resulting in the creation of more jobs on 

the services side. 

Digital Dividend is the key benefit a country is 

going to have by migrating completely to a Digital 

Terrestrial TV Broadcasting system. Radio 

Frequency (RF) bandwidth, which carries a single 

analog TV service channel, can carry multiple of 

Standard Definition (SD) Digital TV service 

channels in the range of 4 – 12 depending on the 

video compression technology adopted. Which 

means that when a country migrate to a digital 

Terrestrial TV Broadcasting network completely, 

the new digital network needs only a fraction of 

total radio frequency bandwidth occupied by total 

number of analog TV broadcasting channels setting   

free   a   section   of   radio   frequency spectrum 

used before, known as the Digital Dividend, that 

can be used to expand broadcasting itself to 

introduce more TV channels, higher quality TV 

channels(HDTV, UHDTV) or more importantly 

for mobile broadband such as 3G & 4G in order to 

reduce the digital divide by providing broadband 

internet access to geographical areas which are still 

not covered by 3G or 4G or to reduce congestion 

in built up areas. 

4. DIGITAL TERRESTRIAL TV 

BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY 

STANDARDS 

Migrating to  digital terrestrial  TV  system is 

going to benefit everybody in a country; therefore, 

the mood is let us do it quickly. 

However, similar in selecting a color TV System 

(NTSC, PAL, SECAM, etc) in analog TV 

broadcasting, the adopting countries are faced 

with the challenge of adopting a Digital 

Terrestrial TV broadcasting technology standard. 

Table 1 presents Digital Terrestrial TV standards 

available for selection. 

Table 1: Digital Terrestrial TV Standards 

Standard Promoters Implementations 

DVB-T2* Europe Europe & Asia 

ISDB-T** Japan Japan, South 

American  &   

African countries ATSC USA North America

 & 

Korea 
DTMB China China & Asia 
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Figure 1 depicts the worldwide 

adoption/implementation of Digital Terrestrial TV 

standards 
[3]

. 

 

 

ATSC ISDB-T DTMB DVB-T DVB-T2 

Source: www.dvb.org 

Figure 1: Worldwide adoption/implementation of 

Digital TV 

5. ENGINEER DEPLOYMENT OF 

DIGITAL TERRESTRIAL TV 

BROADCASTING NETWORK 

The Oxford English Dictionary
[4] 

defines the 

word “Engineer “ A skillful contriver or originator 

of something as a noun and Skilfully arrange for 

(something) to occur as a verb; definitions, among 

many others in the dictionary, that would be the 

best fit for this case. 

So engineer deployment of Digital Terrestrial TV 

broadcasting network needs consummately 

meticulous evaluation of most important if not all, 

parameters relevant to a country to come up with 

the best-fit choice to live up to the definition of the 

word “engineer”. 

Factual necessity of investing in a Digital 

Terrestrial   TV   Broadcasting   network   among 

Notes: 

* DVB-T was the early version of DVB-T2 and 

DVB-T & T2 together claims the widest adoption 

regarding geographies and population. 

** ISDB-T had multiple versions and grouped 

together.  

other important priorities that demand allocation of 

limited resources, preparedness of the society to 

accept and enjoy such a service, cost of technology 

at the time of the decision as the cost of new 

technology always reduces along the time axis, 

the ability of households to invest on 

This paper focuses on the part of the 

engineering process that comes after the decision 

to deploy a Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcasting 

Network, which needs to consider two main 

parameters namely; 

Technical aspects of competing Digital Terrestrial 

Broadcasting Standards 

Financial & other considerations 

5.1 Technical aspects of competing Digital 

Terrestrial Broadcasting Standards 

Multiple countries   started development   of 

technologies and platforms simultaneously to 

deliver digital terrestrial TV services; as a result of 

which there are multiple standards in the world 

competing each other for market share. Those 

competing standards, while intensely promoting 

each one superior than others, are upgrading their 

capabilities to better levels (new versions or 

upgrades) in quick succession along the time axis 

making what is best technically today as a 

selection not to be the best digital terrestrial TV 

standard technically at the time of implementation, 

which naturally takes around 2- 3 years of time to 

complete at earliest. 

Table 2: Selected Technical Aspects of Digital 

Terrestrial TV Standards 

Abbreviations 

COFDM – Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division 

Multiplexing 

RS – Reed-Solomon SC Single Carrier 

CC – Convolutional Code 

LDPC – Low-Density Parity Check 

 DVB-T2 

2008 

ISDB-T 

1997 

DTMB 

2006 

ATSC 

1996 RF COFDM COFDM SC or SC 

Transmis

sion 

(6,7,8 (6,8 TDS- 

MHZ) MHz) OFDM 

(2/8 

MHz) 

Modulati

on 

QPSK, 

16,

 6

4, 

256QAM 

DQPSK,Q 

PSK, 

16,64QA M 

QPSK, 

16,32,64 

QAM 

8VSB, 

16VSB 

FEC BCH+LDP 

C 

RS+CC RS+LDPC RS+CC 

V Codec MPEG-2, 

H.264/M 

PEG4AV C 

MPEG-2, MPEG-2, 

H.264/M 

PEG4AV C 

MPEG-2, 

H.264/M 

PEG4AV C 
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Therefore, the most practical and widely adopted 

engineering choice by adopting countries is to take 

a snap shot of technical capabilities of all available 

digital terrestrial TV technology standards and 

combine with other important non- technological 

evaluation criteria such as financial, social, 

political etc under consideration so that finally to 

come up with overall most beneficial digital 

terrestrial TV standard. Table 2 depicts such a 

snapshot gathered from information available in the 

official websites maintained by respective TV 

standards and in the public domain. It is important 

to note that the year indicated in each column. 

Japan launched in t h e  year 2007 a new version 

of ISDB-T standard called ISDB-T International 

that has enhanced capabilities than ISDB-T first 

version launched in the year 1997
[5]

. 

ATSC also has announced that they are working on 

ATSC 3.0 standard that will have many advanced 

technical capabilities that the current Digital 

Terrestrial TV standards offer 
[6]

. 

RF transmission, Forward Error Correction (FEC) 

and modulation type are directly linked to the 

spectral efficiency of the RF channels measured in 

bits/s/Hz that determines the maximum capacity in 

terms of aggregate bit rate (Mbps) of a channel for 

a given bandwidth. 

 

 

Table 3: Spectral Efficiencies of Digital 

Terrestrial TV Standards 

Support for latest video compression codes defines 

how many TV programs (Channels) such an RF 

channel could transmit simultaneously. Table 3 

depicts calculated spectral efficiencies of different 

Digital TV broadcasting standards. 

The spectral efficiency and corresponding minimum 

C/N ration are technical parameters widely used to 

compare capacities of RF channel bandwidth each 

digital terrestrial standard can deliver. Highest 

spectral efficiency at the lowest C/N ratio ideally is 

the best regarding capacity, but practically that is 

more desirable than available. It is prudent to select 

the digital technology standard with higher spectral 

efficiency even at a higher C/N figure as such 

selection maximizes the Digital Dividend. However, 

following aspects are also should be considered. 

1. Successful deployment history and total 

deployments in the world regarding geographies and 

population. 

2. The future development road map. 
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3. Guarantees offered by equipment suppliers to 

upgrade to future versions with minimum 

hardware changes, which eliminates short term 

technical obsolescence of the hardware deployed in 

the middle of asset depreciation cycle. 

4. Risk   of   becoming   dead   technology Standard 

in the face of competition. 

At present DVB-T2 standard seems to  be the best 

technology standard from the technical point of view 

while others, especially ATSC and ISDB-T are 

sending positive signals of coming up with 

technically better versions in future. 

As history proved with respect to competing color 

systems of analog TV such as PAL, NTSC & 

SECAM, the ultimate survivors will be matured to 

achieve best technically possible capabilities 

reaching a natural end to technical superiority based 

competition by digital terrestrial TV standards that 

we witness today. 

Table 4 depicts evolution timelines of each 

technical standard. 

Family Version Launch 

DVB-T DVB - T Year 2000 

DVB-T2 Year 2008 

ATSC ATSC 1.0 Year 1996 

ATSC 3.0 Not yet 

ISDB-T ISDB-T Year 1997 

ISDB-T 

international 

Year 2007 

DTMB DTMB Year 2006 

Table 4: Evolution time lines of Digital Terrestrial TV 

Standards 

Therefore it is very important to consider financial, 

commercial and other country-specific parameters in 

arriving at the final choice of Digital Terrestrial TV 

standard. 

5.2 Financial & Other Considerations 

The majority of adopters are resources constrained 

countries that have gotten many competing priorities 

demanding allocation of limited resources among 

which financial resource generally is the scarcest. So 

it is essential to go diligently through financial & 

commercial aspects. Following are some of the vital 

considerations 

 

The cost of the new network - The total cost 

of new network based on selected Digital Terrestrial 

TV standard. Naturally technically superior 

standards demand a price premium over others. If 

such price premium exists, accommodation of such a 

premium must be justifiable with respective to 

immediately realizable revenue arising out of 

increased Digital Dividend or any other technical 

aspect considered. Technical standard of higher 

spectral efficiency    provides higher    Digital 

dividend, but if there is no immediate or short-term 

demand for incremental radio spectrum released, 

then there is no financial compulsion to select the 

standard having the best spectral efficiency at a 

premium price. 

The cost of Receivers - Latest high-end TV 

receivers have built in digital tuners of one or few 

technology standards, whereas low-end and old units 

do not, requiring households to invest for set –top 

boxes. Even though most of the current TV receivers 

carry digital tuner corresponding to one or few 

Digital TV standard/s, the price of modern TV 

receivers does not seem dependent much on 

standard digital tuners built in.  The price of TV 

Recover is mostly a function of display technology 

and other user-focused fancy features. The cost of 

set-top boxes mostly seems in far with each other 

with respect to all Digital Terrestrial TV Standards. 

The price of set –top box is mostly driven by 

minimum order quantity than digital terrestrial TV 

standard. 

The cost of the analog switch off – Analog 

switch off immediately forces existing analog 

broadcasters to fully depreciate or write off the value 

of broadcasting assets that carry in the balance sheet 

impacting their financial performance and other 

financial related obligations. As an example, if those 

broadcasting assets are funded through bank 

borrowings with assets as collaterals then banks 

would require immediate settlement of outstanding 

loans triggering cash flow stresses. Offering the 

same content through new digital terrestrial TV 

platform would not increase revenue and enhance 

profitability overnight. Therefore, a financing 

scheme to compensate existing analog broadcasters 

would be necessary, and that cost is also must be 

part of the digitalization cost. It must be noted that 

this compensation cost is not Digital Terrestrial 

Standard dependent. 

Compensation for loss of Jobs – Digital 

Terrestrial TV transmission network would not 
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require large maintenance work force, therefore 

there would be loss of jobs especially in network 

maintenance area if there are too many analog 

broadcasters in the country having own maintenance 

departments to operate networks on 24x7 basis; and 

all of them would not be required to operate the new 

digital network. Compensating them as per the 

regulations must be built in the total cost; this cost is 

also not standard technology dependent. 

Attractive Funding schemes – Promoters of 

some Digital Terrestrial TV standards offer very 

attractive funding option if the country adopts their 

technology standard, of which current version would 

not be the one that offers the best set of technical 

advantages. The saving on cost of capital and 

corresponding loss of technology premium 

appropriately valued in terms of financial terms must 

be considered & incorporated in to the model. 

Social & Political Considerations - Some 

countries have special social & political relations 

with promoting countries of certain standards as a 

result of which adopting country makes an adoption 

decision due to such social and or political 

considerations. This is a special situation, not 

uncommon, though, and out of the scope of this 

paper as the adoption is not value based. 

5.3 Decision Making Framework   

Having established critical technical, financial and 

other parameters that must be considered in deciding 

most suitable Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcasting 

standard, now a frame work could be formed as 

outlined below. 

Technical comparison of the available set of Digital 

Terrestrial TV Broadcasting Standard is fairly 

straightforward. For a desired C/N value, which 

defines the coverage profile and capacity regarding 

Mbps per transmission site to a given transmit 

relative power reduction in Digital Dividend can 

be assessed and tabulated in comparison to the 

technically best digital TV standard at the time of 

evaluation. 

For  Overall evaluation purposes  reduction 

In Digital Dividend estimated at the opportunity 

cost (price at which freed RF bandwidth could be 

sold) can be added to each technology standard 

under consideration as a recurrent cost. 

Estimating total network cost for a given C/N ratio, 

which governs the network availability to viewers 

is a network planning job that must be done for all 

technology standards under consideration. Field 

trials are not necessary if all technology standards, 

under consideration, have commercial 

deployments, in which case field data is readily 

available. Otherwise field trials are essential to 

establish performance parameters. 

Funding schemes by promoters must be carefully 

evaluated against conditions attached such as 

Restricted procurement – funding party sometimes 

limits procurement freedom that results in the 

recipient having to pay a premium over the free 

market price. Such premiums can be estimated 

using price bench marks and must be included as a 

cost. 

Professional Services – funding party makes it 

compulsory to use professional services from them 

up to a certain value irrespective of such expertise 

available in the recipient country    or could    be 

procured at a lower cost from elsewhere. Such 

cost differentials must be included in the cost. 

Private Equity – The country, through an 

appropriate procurement process, can license a 

private company/companies to build own and 

operate the Digital Terrestrial TV network/s as an 

infrastructure services entity/ies that provide 

channels to contents broadcasters on a commercial 

basis. For countries of small geographical size 

with a small population, it would not be viable to 

license multiple players to crate competition at the 

infrastructure level, which may in turn perhaps 

reduce Digital Dividend. Therefore the most 

prudent approach would be for such countries to 

create monopoly and license could be granted to 

the party that commit the best business model for a 

given capital commitment. Conversely large 

counties with large populations having densely 

populated cities could create competition at 

infrastructure level by allowing multiple players to 

operate at the infrastructure level, however 

allowing multiple technical standards must be 

coupled with availability of TV receivers and Set-

top boxes supporting all adopted multiple 

technology standards. 

This five point frame work would help to 

establish the total cost of procurement of each 

technology standard under consideration so that a 

value based selection decision could be arrived. 
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6. IMPLEMENTATION OF DIGITAL 

TERRESTRIAL TV BROADCASTING 

NETWORK 

Traditionally analog broadcasting networks 

and(Even   telecom    networks    were)    developed 

according to a roll out plan of individual license 

holders mostly based on a business plan and 

business strategy of the license holder. 

However, Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcasting 

Network in a country essentially a shared 

infrastructure network for which media license 

holders are required to  pay  for program channels 

that they are going to use. The payment structure 

typically would be onetime payment plus 

monthly/annual recurrent rental. The rental 

structure would be based on a business model 

developed by the entity that is entrusted to deploy 

and operate the Digital Terrestrial TV 

Broadcasting Network. Therefore the cost model 

and the business model of the Digital Terrestrial 

TV Broadcasting Network developer and operator 

are going to have a critical impact on the business 

model of analog broadcasters who are 

compulsorily required to migrate to digital 

network on a given time schedule (to achieve 

Digital Dividend) and by new start up broadcasters 

as the rental structure of channels becomes a cost 

item beyond their control. 

This highlights the critical necessity of value based 

selection of Digital Terrestrial TV Broadcasting 

Standard for a country and implementation of 

Digital Broadcasting Network on a frugal cost 

structure and a business model agreed by policy 

makers, regulators and broadcasters. 

A proper awareness campaign to educate the 

general public is also very important especially on 

the importance of digitalization of terrestrial TV 

broadcasting; the benefits to the society and make 

them aware the Digital Terrestrial TV standard 

adopted so that they can start looking for 

compatibility when they make purchase decisions 

on new TV, ability of continuing with old TV 

with the use of set –top box must be 

communicated, and traders can make such TV 

models and set-top boxes available in their stores. 

Most important importantly the timelines of 

Digital Switch over (DSO) and Analog Switch off 

(ASO) must be publicly announced. 

 

Countries that are migrating to Digital Terrestrial 

TV Networks most have well developed 

nationwide telecommunication networks and 

mobile communication networks, which are 

technically more complex than broadcasting 

networks; which means enough expertise is 

available in the country on new technology 

deployment, network planning, network roll out and 

project management, so it is not too difficult to 

develop a practically achievable program with all 

relevant risks identified and mitigation strategies 

built in. 

There are more than hundred countries 
[3] 

that 

have successfully deployed Digital Terrestrial TV 

Broadcasting Networks of different technology 

standards, which means that countries planning to   

deploy such   network have   ample case studies to

 follow and make their 

implementation plans near perfect if   not 

perfect.   

Sri Lanka been in the forefront of adopting net 

technologies especially in the telecommunication 

industry and enjoying the benefits of them seemed 

taken more time to decide a standard for Digital 

Terrestrial TV Broadcasting. Recently media
 [7] 

reported that  Sri Lanka decided to adopt ISDB-T 

standard for digitalization of terrestrial TV, which 

is a welcome news as it is the most important first 

milestone in the terrestrial TV digitalization 

roadmap. Sri Lanka is blessed with huge 

knowledge and talent base on modern technology 

deployments on successful business models could 

look forward to another success story within the 

relatively short time span. 
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